Testimonials

Contact us?

What parents and children said about us

The tuition Lauren
received was first rate
and she enjoyed it
immensely.
Julie - Leeds

Matthew’s confidence
grew amazingly within a
few short weeks.
Sarah - Idle

I love Bright Sparks
and I have learned to
spell big words. I am
now a Bright Spark too.
Amna - Shipley

I really enjoyed coming
to the lessons, they
were always fun and it
helped me at school.
Matthew - Idle

I can highly recommend the tuition provided at Bright
Sparks, it really helped my son achieve his wish to get
a place at Bradford Grammar School.

Call now to book a place for your
child or to simply have a chat about
your requirements.

Azhar - Bradford

I learnt a lot at the lessons and it really helped my
concentration
Awais - Shipley
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How can we help?
✔ Is your child having difficulties at
primary school?
✔ Does your child lack confidence in
lessons?
✔ Is your child struggling with maths or
English?
✔ Is your child working towards an
entrance exam for a selective school
or SATs?
✔ Do you want to help your child achieve?

English and maths are the foundation
blocks for success in all areas of life and if
your child is experiencing difficulties, it
can have a profound effect on their whole
education.

Our centre is extremely well resourced
offering a safe yet stimulating environment
and a wide variety of tasks including
computer software, games and practical
activities and worksheets.

Our tuition sessions are tailor-made to
suit the needs of your child, whether they
need support with everyday learning or are
working towards higher level exams.

All our teachers are fully qualified and all
our staff are CRB checked. Your child will
have individual attention from the same
teacher each session who will monitor
their progress and offer progress reports
to parents on a regular basis.

A free assessment will be carried out on
your child’s first visit enabling us to ensure
that their specific needs are identified.

Well look no further.

The right choice!

Bright Sparks is the answer for affordable,
professional tuition in English and maths.
Give your child that little extra help that
will improve their reading, writing, spelling
and mathematics skills.

✔ Evening and weekend classes through
out the year.
✔ Over 20 years of teaching experience.

Give them the confidence they need to
achieve and succeed at school.

✔ Specialising in Maths and English
✔ Safe and secure classrooms with
security access.

Make your child a Bright Spark!

Reading

Writing

There will be a maximum of 4 children per
teacher (and often less) so your child will
enjoy a great deal of individual attention.

Spelling

Maths

Call now to book a place
for your child or to simply have a
chat about your requirements.

0845 900 28 44
Helping your child achieve

